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We submit a magnetic fluid to a solid rotation and analyze the free precession decay of its transverse
magnetization and of its nondiagonal optical anisotropy. In agreement with the theoretical predictions, they
present damped oscillations because the magnetic particles rotate, dragged by the carrier angular velocity. The
node period is inversely proportional to vorticity. We show that magnetic particles can be used as advanced
nanoscopic tools to probe neatly the vorticity of their fluid carrier.@S1063-651X~96!04310-3#

PACS number~s!: 47.32.2y, 75.50.Mm, 42.25.Lc

Under time-dependent magnetic fields, spectacular effects
are observed with concentrated magnetic fluids~MF’s! such
as unexpected drop instabilities~starfishes! @1# or surprising
hydrodynamic properties~negative rotational viscosity!
@2,3#. They are due to the asymmetry of the MF stress tensor.
Dilute magnetic fluids also deserve a growing interest. In
several pioneer experiments, magnetic particles have been
used as nanoscopic probes@4–8# of their surrounding me-
dium. The basic idea is that the measurable macroscopic
properties of the magnetic medium—as magnetization or op-
tical anisotropy—give a direct picture of the local particle
response, coupled to the carrier, to an external magnetic field
@9–11#. As soon as the chemical compatibility between the
magnetic particles and the tested medium is ensured, a study
of the hydrodynamic or of the rheology of the fluid carrier is
possible@11#. As they are suspended in tiny concentrations,
nanoscopic grains do not perturb the fluid structure or its
motion on larger scales. Furthermore, the magnetic and
magneto-optic responses of the particles are contactlessly
driven by an external parameter: the magnetic field. They are
detected through noninvasive methods: standard magneti-
zation measurements perform an average over the whole
sample; optical measurements are more local, the average
being performed only over the cross section of the laser
beam. Besides, the main strength of this new probing is the
spatial range of the measurement. The particles get an insight
into the carrier matrix on their own spatial scale, of the order
of a few nanometers. It gives us a great opportunity to inves-
tigate intrinsic structures and kinetics of complex fluids that
are not scale invariant. For example, viscoelastic measure-
ments have been performed during sol-gel transitions using
this method@5,7#. For a better understanding of scale effects
in turbulent flows@12#, it turns out that probes at nanoscales
should bring real improvements. The magnetic particles are
directly sensitive to the local fluid vorticity, unlike other
methods involving the measurement of two adjunct veloci-
ties to deduce the velocity gradient@13–15#. Thus, even
though the measurement volume is determined by the experi-

mental device, the spatial scale corresponding to the hydro-
dynamic volume of the particles, is resolved.

In this paper, we focus on the magnetic and magneto-
optic responses of a magnetic fluid in a vortical flow. If
immersed in a steady magnetic fieldHW , the magnetic mo-
mentsmW p , carried by the MF particles, tend to align along
the field, leading to a macroscopic magnetizationMW of
the suspension. Moreover, a mechanical reorientation of the
particles themselves is induced, if the magnetic moments are
rigidly bound to the particle bodies. Each particle being op-
tically anisotropic, its optical axisnW is also parallel to the
magnetic momentmW p . If no return force drags the particles,
the equilibrium magnetization lies along the field. This is the
case if particles are suspended in a quiescent liquid. In a
flowing liquid, on the contrary, the magnetic field pins the
orientation of particles within the fluid. A viscous-drag
torque arises conversely owing to the difference between the
angular velocity of the particles and the local angular veloc-
ity of the surrounding liquidVW 5~“3nW !/2. To compensate
this torque induced by the flow, the magnetic torqueMW 3HW

has some finite value. It entails a component of the magne-
tization normal to the applied field. The link between vortic-
ity and magnetization is explicitly shown here, by measuring
the transient magnetic response of the MF, after the field is
switched off. Inside the flowing liquid and after the magnetic
field is removed, the particles undergo a solid rotation with
the fluid angular velocityVW . On short times, coherent rota-
tion of the magnetic moments arises together with the par-
ticle mechanical rotation. Therefore, the magnetization vec-
tor precesses about the vorticity axis, with the angular
velocity VW . However, in competition, the Brownian rota-
tional motion has a disordering effect on the particles. After
a characteristic timet, the orientation of the particles, and
hence of their magnetic moments, is randomized, leading to
a net zero magnetization. It should be noted that orientational
fluctuations, rather than positional ones, are relevant. A ‘‘ro-
tational’’ Peclet number can be introduced, defined as
PeR5Vt. It is the ratio of the magnetization relaxation time
to the characteristic time of fluid deformations.

In a quiescent fluid, the relaxation of the magnetization
has been described by the postulated equation@9,10#

dMW

dt
52

MW 2MW 0

t
, ~1!
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whereMW 0 is the equilibrium magnetization. Here, in zero
field, MW 050W .

In a fluid with a local vorticityVW and in the framework of
linear response, this last equation is transformed into

dMW

dt
52

MW 2MW 0

t
1VW 3MW ~2!

structurally analogous to Bloch equations. The second term
holds for the solid rotation of the particle bodies and hence
of the macroscopic magnetization.

In the present paper we test experimentally the validity of
this equation by measuring the free precession decay~FPD!
of magnetization. Moreover, we demonstrate that a local vor-
ticity measurement is possible via the analysis of the FPD of
the MF optical anisotropy.

Free precession decay of magnetization under a rotational flow

The magnetic fluid used here is an ionic ferrofluid synthe-
sized through the Massart method. The grain magnetic ma-
terial is cobalt ferrite with magnetizationMS53.63105 A/m.
The large anisotropy constant~K523105 J/m3! of this ferrite
ensures that the magnetic moment carried by a particle is
‘‘locked’’ to the crystalline structure in the easy direction.
Thus, the magnetic moment rotates together with the particle
body and the optical anisotropy axis@16#. The carrier liquid
is glycerol with viscosityh51 Pa s. For particles of mag-
netic diameter 10 nm, it yields experimental relaxation times
of the order of 10 ms. The volume fraction of magnetic par-
ticles isF51.5%.

The experimental setup of the magnetic detection is illus-
trated by the inset of Fig. 1. The vorticity of the fluid
VW 5~0,0,V! originates from the solid rotation of a cylindrical
tube~length, 3 cm; diameter, 0.8 cm!, containing the MF. A
pulsed magnetic fieldHW 5„H(t),0,0… with H51.63104 A/m
is applied. The field pulses are long enough so that the mag-
netization of the suspension can reach its equilibrium value.
The information is detected after removing the field, during
the magnetization relaxation. We use Hall effect transducers

to measure the projectionMy of the magnetization vector
along they direction, normal to the field and to the vorticity.

Assuming that att50, the fluid has reached its equilib-
rium magnetization,My(t.0) can be deduced from Eq.~2!:

My~ t !5
xH

A11V2t2
exp~2t/t!sin~Vt1w! ~3!

with x the initial susceptibility of the MF and tanw5Vt.
The anglew gives the magnetization equilibrium orientation
with respect to an applied constant fieldHW , in the presence of
a vorticity VW of the carrier fluid.

In Fig. 1, the free precession decay of the transverse mag-
netizationMy is shown for different values of the cylinder
angular velocityV ~V5628, 182, 93 rad/s!. While relaxing
towards zero,My presents oscillations in agreement with ex-
pression ~3!. The period between two consecutive nodes
must be compared to the half period of the fluid rotation
T/25p/V. In Fig. 2, the vorticitiesVFPD deduced from the
nodes of the FPD signal are compared with the measured
angular velocityV of the tube containing the MF. They co-
incide with good accuracy. Figures 1 and 2 show that the
fluid vorticity is directly and easily measurable if two nodes
can be observed. It supposes that the fluid vorticity should be
faster than the relaxation of the magnetization under thermal
fluctuations. In other words, the fluid must keep in memory
its magnetized state longer than a period of fluid rotation.
According to expression~3!, there is no theoretical restric-
tion to observe several nodes with the frequency of the fluid
vorticity. The only limitation lies in the sensitivity of the
measurement. In our experimental situation, we will retain
the conditionPeR5Vt .1, which is the criterion to obtain a
maximum in the Fourier transform of the FPD signal. Figure
3 is an illustration of the signaluMy~v!u detected with the
same experimental device, using a weak alternating magnetic
field ~H0cosvt,0,0!. uMy~v!u presents a sharp maximum for
v5V, in qualitative agreement with expression~2!. The
comparison of whole experimental curves in Figs. 1 and 3 to
Eqs.~3! and~2! requires a precise knowledge of the magne-
tization relaxation processes. However, independently oft,
the FPD method provides a direct vorticity measurement by
determination of the relaxation nodes. With this magnetic

FIG. 1. Experimental relaxation of magnetizationMy as a func-
tion of time for different values of vorticityV ~s, V5628 rad/s;
L, V5182 rad/s;d, V593 rad/s!. The solid line corresponds
to the fit for V5628 rad/s using a stretched exponential~see
text!: t053.331023 s andb50.63. Inset: Experimental setup
for the detection of the transverse magnetization~Tr, Hall trans-
ducers;S, MF sample rotating at angular velocityV!.

FIG. 2. Vorticity deduced from the free precession decay of
magnetization~j! and optical anisotropy~h! as a function of the
angular velocity of the motor. The dashed straight line features the
relationVFPD5V.
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detection, the extension of the volume probed is limited by
the dimension of the Hall or magneto-resistive probes~mini-
mum 1 mm3! and by their sensitivity. The optical FPD
method that we will describe now, gets rid of these limita-
tions. It is a local measurement, which is appropriate for a
nonintrusive investigation of highly dilute transparent sus-
pensions.

Free precession decay of optical anisotropy: Towards a local
measurement of vorticity

Under a flow, the magnetization acquires a component
transverse to the applied field. In the same way, the optical
anisotropy tensor of an elementary fluid volume acquires
nondiagonal components. A vorticity measurement was re-
cently developed according to this mechanism@8#. The non-
diagonal term of the equilibrium anisotropy tensor, under a
constant and large applied magnetic field, was measured lo-
cally through an optical method. However, this measure-
ment, to be accurate, requires an independent determination
of the relaxation time of the optical anisotropy. Here, we use
a similar experimental setup, as presented in the inset of Fig.
4, with a pulsed fieldHW 5„H(t),0,0… of weak amplitude
~H56.43103 A/m!. The polarized laser beam is parallel to
the vorticity vector. Prior to crossing the rotating sample and
to be analyzed, the laser beam is phase modulated at 50 kHz
by a photoelastic modulator. The device provides a signal
proportional to the nondiagonal component of the anisotropy
tensor, according to Ref.@8#: I /I 05Sxy . We classically de-
fine the anisotropy tensorSik by Sik53/2(^nink&21/3d ik)
where^nink& describes the mean angular orientation of the
optical anisotropy. In the limit of weak fields,Sik simplifies
to Sik5

3
2bH

2(t)(hihk2
1
3d ik) with b5 1

15 (m0mp/kT)
2 ~m0

vacuum permeability!. As for the magnetization in Eq.~1!,
the evolution ofSik in a quiescent fluid is approximated, for
weak fields, by a simple exponential relaxation of character-
istic timeta : Ṡik52(1/ta)(Sik2Sik

(0)). In the FPD experi-
ment,Sik

(0) represents the equilibrium tensor towards which
Sik is relaxing: Sik

(0)[0. In a fluid with a local vorticityVW ,
an expression strictly analogous to Eq.~2! for magnetization,
can be written for the anisotropy tensor:

dSik
dt

52
1

ta
~Sik2Sik

~0!!1~eilmV lSmk1eklmV lSim! ~4!

with eikl the unit antisymmetric tensor. Assuming the same
initial terms as for magnetization, namely, a saturated anisot-
ropy att50 for the evolution of the nondiagonal component
Sxy under a rotational flow and in zero field, we obtain the
following equation:

Sxy~ t !5
bH2

4A11~2Vta!
2
exp~2t/ta!sin~2Vt1w8!, ~5!

where tanw852Vta . As expected, this equation corresponds
directly to Eq.~3!. The factor of 2 before the vorticityV and
the even dependence on fieldH arise since we are dealing
with the orientation of the optical axis, which obviously has
no direction. From Eq.~5!, we are able to estimate a value
for the vorticity directly from the period between nodes for
any relaxation timeta . In Fig. 4, the measured FPD ofSxy is
plotted for two angular velocitiesV, 71 and 143 rad s21. In
both cases, the vorticity can be directly estimated from the
periodT0/2 between two consecutive nodes, we find, respec-
tively, V5p/T0571 and 142 rad s21. In the same way as for
the magnetization measurements, a correlation between such
optical determinations ofV and the known angular velocity
of the motor is presented in Fig. 2.

To sum up, we have checked experimentally, in a MF
under vortical flow, the general predictions of expressions
~2! and ~4!, for the FPD of the magnetization and of the
optical anisotropy. The FPD is directly sensitive to the fluid
local vorticity through the solid rotation of the suspended
nanoscopic magnetic particles. In contrast to the former ex-
periment of Ref.@8#, using magnetic particles under a con-
stant magnetic field, the present vorticity measurement can
be fully decorrelated from the study of detailed relaxation
processes and of the microscopic particle characteristics.

FIG. 3. Transverse magnetizationMy under solid rotation~V
5384 rad/s! and alternating magnetic field~H0563103 A/m!.
ModulusuMyu as a function of the field frequencyv. The solid line
corresponds to the fit using the Cole-Cole expression~see text!:
t0857.631023 s anda50.7.

FIG. 4. Experimental relaxation of the nondiagonal component
of the anisotropy tensor (I 0Sxy): ~L V5143 rad/s;d, V571
rad/s!. Inset: Experimental setup for optical detection with the re-
spective directions of polarizerP, analyzerA, photoelastic modu-
lator PEM (XW ,YW ), magnetic fieldHW , vorticity VW of the rotating
sample, and optical axisn̄. LIA, lock-in amplifier; PD, photo-
diode.
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This is of great importance since we may point out the com-
plexity of these relaxation processes. For example, in the
recordings of Figs. 1 and 4, the relaxation is not a pure ex-
ponential. A correct adjustment of the FPD experimental
curves requires, for example, a stretched exponential
exp@2~t/t0!

b# in both expressions~3! and ~5!. A typical ex-
ample is given in Fig. 1 forV5628 rad/s. For clarity, only
one fit is presented: thoughb is approximately a constant
~b'0.65!, the associated relaxation timet0 is a decreasing
function ofV. In the same way, in the frequency domain, the
responseuMy~v!u to an alternating field is satisfactorily ad-
justed if a Cole-Cole form is assumed for the susceptibil-
ity: x(v)5x/@11( ivt08)

a# with a50.7 ~cf. Fig. 3!. These
observations, which evidence a large distribution of relax-
ation times, could mirror the structural state of the MF.

Recent numerical works@17,18# on dipolar fluids predict
the possible existence of some dynamical internal
structures—chains of dipoles aligning nose to tail such as
‘‘living polymers’’—if the isotropic attractive energy of the
colloid is below a specific threshold. Preliminary results of
small-angle neutron scattering~performed in Laboratoire
Léon Brillouin, CEN Saclay, France! show that in the MF
used here, the electrostatic repulsion between particles,
which balances the attractive interactions, is strong enough
to preserve the colloidal stability but less efficient than for
other aqueous ferrofluids made ofg-Fe2O3 particles@19#. It
lends some support to the existence of local particle correla-
tions in the present MF. They could generate long relaxation
times, field dependent, and could contribute to the time dis-
tribution that is observed. These effects will be discussed in
detail in forthcoming papers. Nevertheless, our vorticity
measurement does not depend on this distribution and the

only limitation for an accurate vorticity determination is that
the rotational Peclet number must be larger than one. It
means that high vorticity flows optimize this determination.

Regarding the optical detection, the present technique
holds out against all the other noninvasive methods of vor-
ticity or gradient velocity measurements@13–15,20,21#. The
spatial resolution is limited only by the cross section of the
laser beam probing the fluid. The spatial scale of the mea-
surement is determined by the hydrodynamic volumeVh of
particles, or small chains of particles, if any, which remain in
the global range 103–105 nm3. The time resolution is given
by the orientational diffusion time of the rotating optical
axis. This time~from 1026 to 1021 s depending onVh and for
a viscosity of the carrier fluid in the range 102321 Pa s! is
much smaller than the translational diffusion time of photo-
chromic tracers involved in the forced Rayleigh scattering
method @20,21#, for instance. The promising future of the
optical vorticity measurement presented here, is an easy two-
dimensional~2D! mapping of vortical flows. A 3D investi-
gation should be possible if a pin-pointed magnetic field,
perpendicular to the vortex, is locally induced.
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